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This article discusses the Canadian case-law, including the recent decision ofthe
Supreme Court of Canada in Pax Management Ltd. v. Canadian ImperialBank of
Commerce, as to when a creditor's conduct will discharge a surety. The article
suggests a three-step analytical model that identifies the special equitable rules
and the general principles ofthe law that operate to discharge sureties in whole
or in part. One goal of the article is to reveal the operation of contract law
principles that are often not perceived.
Cet article examine lajurisprudence canadienne, comprenant le récent jugement
de la Coursuprême du Canada dans PaxManagement Ltd. c . Banque canadienne
impériale de commerce, concernant le moment où la conduite d'un créancier
libère la caution. L'article suggère un modèle analytique en trois étapes qui
identifie les règles particulières d'équité et les principes généraux du droit qui
conduisent à la libération en toutou enpartie de la caution . Un des buts de l'article
est de mettre en lumière l'effet des principes du droit des contrats qui ne sontpas
souvent remarqués .

Introduction
Recently, the Supreme Court of Canada in Pax Management Ltd. v. Canadian
ImperialBank ofCommerce' and the Court ofAppeal for Ontario in Royal Bank
of Canada v. Goff,' considered the difficult question of when a creditor's
conduct will discharge in whole or in part the liability of a guarantor, in this
article called a surety . Not so long ago, this question was considered by the
British Columbia Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court of Canada in Bank of
Montreal v. Wilder,' by theAlberta Court ofAppeal in Bank ofBritish Columbia
*Paul M. Perell, of Weir & Foulds, Toronto, Ontario.
' [1992] 2 S .C.R. 998, 95 D.L.R. (4th) 1 .
2 (1991),4 O.R. (3d) 161 (C.A.).
3 [1986] 2 S.C .R. 55l, 32 D.L.R. (4th) 9, affg (1983),149 D.L.R. (3d) 193 (B.C. C.A.).
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v. Turbo Resources Ltd.4 and by the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal in Bank of
Nova Scotia v. Ham.' Somewhat more distantly, the question was considered
by the Nova Scotia Supreme Court, Appeal Division, in RoyalBank of Canada
v. Nobes,6 by the New Brunswick Court of Appeal, in Caisse Populaire NotreDame Des Sept Douleurs Lt,e v. Picard,' and by the Saskatchewan Court of
Appeal in Royal Bank of Canada v. Girgulis.$ Over 20 years ago, the question
was considered by the Ontario Court of Appeal in the cardinal case of Rose v.
Aftenberger.9 Thepurposes of this article are to discuss this question, to analyse
this body of case-law, and to suggest an analytical model that will identify and
synthesize the forces at work .
At the outset, before a review of the cases noted above, the model's theory
will be outlined and an example of its application will be given . Details that
explain the model through its several steps will then be added, and the
discussion will move to analyse the cases.
I. An Analytical Modelfor Discharge Cases
Guarantees involve three relationships: (1) between creditor and principal
debtor ; (2) between creditor and surety ; and (3) between principal debtor and
surety . These relationships aregoverned by the general law, whichis not unique
to guarantees, and by unique or special rules of law, equity, or statute." As will
be seen, the creditor's conduct in the two relationships in which it is directly
involved may discharge a surety in whole or in part. What is required then is
a model that will describe when and to what extent a discharge occurs .
In describing when a surety is discharged by theconductof the creditor, the
first step is to askwhether the creditor's conduct discharges the surety under the
generallaw. If the general law produces a complete discharge of the surety, then
it may not be necessary to move to the next steps, which explore whether the
surety is discharged in whole or in part by the special rules; although, practically
speaking, to identify alternative grounds for discharge, a surety may wish to
move on .
Of the special rules, there arerules associated with the relationship between
the creditor and the surety, and there are special rules associated with the
relationship betweenthecreditor and the principaldebtor . Forboth relationships,
the special rules are of two types: first, rules under which the surety is
discharged absolutely without proving the extent of actual prejudice or harm
° (1983), 23 B .L .R. 152 (Alta. C.A .) .
' (1986), 29 D.L.R . (4th) 427 (Sask. C.A .).
e (1982), 49 N.S .R. (2d) 634 (C .A .) .
' (1981), 129 D.L .R. (3d) 242 (N.B . C.A .) .
$ (1979), 98 D.L .R. (3d) 335 (Sask. C.A.) .
9 (1969), 9 D.L.R . (3d) 42 (Ont . C.A.) .
'° Rouse v. The Bradford Banking Company, [1894] A.C . 586 (H .L .), a case about a
former partner denying liability for a partnership debt, held that a principal debtor may
become a surety by notice to the creditor ; this shows that the relationship between creditor
and surety is more than contractual and is governed by special rules.
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from the conduct of the creditor ; and, second, rules under which the surety is
discharged proportionally to the harm actually caused by the creditor's conduct.
As will be shown in the discussion below, for the special rules that yield an
absolute discharge, the rationale for the absolute discharge sometimes may be
foundingeneral contractlaw principles ;andwhenthisexplanationis unavailable,
the rationale is found in an equitable principle that the surety should be
absolutely discharged if the conduct of the surety has materially altered therisk
undertaken by the surety .
In describing when a surety is discharged by the conduct of the creditor, the
second step of the model is to analyse the circumstances of the creditor and
principal debtor relationship for the application of any special rules that would
discharge the surety becauseof the creditor's conduct. Making this analysis the
second step commends itself because it focuses attention on therisk undertaken
by the surety andthe associated contractual or equitable principles that rationalize
an absolute discharge of the surety. This second step addresses much of the
more difficult case-law . This case-law considers such matters as the effect on
the surety's liability of the creditor giving the principal debtor more time to
perform or of the creditor releasing the principal debtor . The case-law here also
considers the effect on the surety's liability of the creditor either varying or
breaching his or her contract with the principal debtor . As part of the second
step, it is necessary to determine whether the surety has "contracted out", i.e .,
agreed to relinquish the special rules and the rights they may provide.
If the second step reveals a complete discharge, then, once again, it will be
unnecessary to move on to the third step, unless the surety is seeking alternative
grounds for discharge. If, however, the first or second steps show less than an
absolute discharge, then, of course, the surety has reason to continue the
analysis .
The third step of the model is to analyse the circumstances of the creditor
and surety relationship for the application of the special rules. The case-law for
the third step considers such matters of creditor conduct as the creditor's
obligation to preserve securities for the benefit of the surety, which may be
described as the wrongful dealing rule,'' and the creditor's limited obligation to
make disclosure to the surety of unexpected circumstances.
As was the situation for the second step, under the third step, it is also
necessary to determine whether the surety has contracted out ofhis or her rights .
Pausinghere in the outline, the details of this part of the model may be dealt with
quickly. The authorities are ample that a surety may contract out of the
protection of the special rules ." For example, in several cases, sureties have
been held to have contracted out of equity's wrongful dealing rule ." In other
" This rule is not of contractual origin but was developed as a principle by courts of equity:
Pearl v. Deacon (1857),24 Eeav 186,53 E.R. 328; affd 1 De. G. & 1461,44 E.R . 802
'z Perry v. National Provincial Bank of England, [1910] 1 Ch. 464 (C .A .).
'3 Bauer v. Bank ofMontreal [1980] 2 S.C .R . 102,110 D.L.R . (3d) 424; RoynatLtd.
v. Denis (1982), 139 D.L .R. (3d) 265 (Sask. C.A.) ; Federal Business DevelopmentBank
v. Mid-Can Dental Supply Co. Ltd. (1983), 2 D.L .R . (4th) 364 (Sask. C.A .) ; Canadian
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cases, sureties have been held to have contracted out of the special rule about
variations totheprincipal contract. 14 Itisageneralmatter ofcontract interpretation
whether the creditor's conduct is authorized. Is
The case of Caisse Populaire Notre-Dame Des Sept Douleurs Ltée v.
Picard, one of the cases noted at the outset, provides an example for the
application ofthe analytical model. In this case, the defendant, Picard, was the
surety ; he guaranteed repayment of a loan made by the plaintiff, the creditor, to
one Bard, the principal debtor. As collateral security for the loan, Bard
mortgagedamotor cycle, a snowmobile, and a 1976 Chevrolet. Inproviding his
guarantee, Picard was not aware and did not concern himself with the security
provided by Bard . About six weeks after the loan was made, the plaintiff and
Bard agreed that Bard could substitute a 1975 Mercury for the 1976 Chevrolet.
Picard was not advised about this change ; and later, when Bard failed to repay
the loan, Picard argued that he had been completely discharged because the
creditor and the principal debtor had agreed to change the security for the loan .
The New Brunswick Court of Appeal analysed the contract between the
plaintiff as creditor and Picard as surety and concluded that the taking of the
mortgage onthe 1976 Chevrolet was not a condition ofthat contract. Although
the court did not explain the significance of this conclusion, applying the
analytical model, it means that no general principle of contract law applied to
discharge Picard. No other general law principle applied, and the taking of the
mortgage on the 1976 Chevrolet not being a condition of the contract, its being
replaced didnot change therisk undertaken by the surety . Sothe firstand second
steps of the analytical model are done . A special rule from the third step,
however, did apply. It is the wrongful dealing rule under which acreditor must
preserve securities for the benefit of the surety, even though the surety did not
contract for this protection and even though the securities come into existence
after the guarantee was signed. 16 Behind this rule is the equitable principle that
upon payment a surety is entitled to an assignment of the security held by the
creditor. 17 Underthis special rule, the surety is discharged to the extent he or she
Imperial Bank of Commerce v. Pittstone Developments Ltd. (1985), 24 D.L.R. (4th) 224
(B .C. S.C.); Bank ofMontreal v. Fennell (1991), 1 B.L.R. (2d) 66 (B.C. S.C.).
'a Preload Company of Canada Limited v.
City ofRegina, [1959] S.C.R. 801; Oxner
v. Bank ofMontreal (1967), 61 D.L.R. (2d) 599 (N.S. C.A.), affd [1969] S.C.R. 275,70
D.L.R. (2d) 719 ; National Bank of Canada v. Rosario (1984), 29 B.L.R. 58 (Alta. Q.B.).
11 From the creditor's point of view, the goal ofhaving the surety
contract out ofhis or
herrights sometimesfails. See: Holland-CanadaMortgage Co. v. Hutchings, [ 1936] 2D.L.R.
481(S.C.C.); Traders Finance Corp. Ltd. v. Halverson (1968),2 D.L.R.(3d) 666(B.C. C.A.);
Bank ofNova Scotia v. Ham, supra footnote 5; Bank ofMontreal v. Wilder, supra footnote
3; Pioneer Trust Co . v. 220263 Alberta Ltd. (1991), 79 D.L .R. (4th) 10 (Alta. C.A.), affg
[198914 W.W.R. 154; First City Capital Ltd. v. Hall (1993), 11 O.R. (3d) 792 (C.A.).
1e
Rose v. Aftenberger, supra footnote 9; Watts v. Shuttleworth (1860),5 H. & N. 235,
157 E.R. 1171, affd 7 H. & N. 353, 158 E.R. 510; Carter v. White (1883), 54 L.J. Ch. 138
(C.A.); Wulffv . Jay (1872),7 Q.B. 756; Taylor v. Bank ofNewSouth Wales (1886), 11 App.
Cas. 596; HouseholdFinance Corporation Ltd. v.Foster, [1949] O.R. 123 (C.A.); Traders
Finance Group Ltd. v. Halverston (1968), 2 D.L .R. (3d) 666 (B.C.C.A.).
'7 This
rule is now codified by statute; see, forexample: Mercantile Law Amendment
Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. M.10, s.2.
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hasbeen prejudiced. Here, there was no contracting out; the Mercurywas worth
$3000 less than theChevrolet, so Picard's liabilityshouldbe reducedaccordingly,
and this was the decision reached by the court. There was no contracting out.
11. Step 1 - Discharges Under the General Law

Turningnow to details explaining the analytical model fordescribing when
a surety is discharged in whole or in part by the creditor's conduct, the first step
again is to ask whether under the general law the surety is discharged.
Under the general law the surety has the defences, among others, of. undue
influence," unconscionability," misrepresentation,2° non estfactum,21 mistake ,22
illegality,23 breach of fiduciary duty,' and faulty contract formation .25 These
defences will make the guarantee void or voidable .
Two general principles of contract law may operate to discharge sureties
in whole or in part. The operation of these two general contract principles to
guarantees is not always perceived or acknowledged.26 The first general
principle is that of contract term classification . Underthis principle, the breach
of a term that is essential or fundamental to the primary goal of the contract, a
term classified under the traditional scheme of classification as a condition,
discharges the innocent party from his or her obligations under the contract,
'$ Bank ofMontreal v. Stuart, [1911] A.C . 121 (P .C.) ; Rochdale Credit Union Ltd. v .
Barney (1984), 14 D .L .R . (4th) 116 (Ont . C.A .), leave to appeal to S.C .C . refused [1985]

1 S.C .R. xii.

'v Bertolo v . Bank ofMontreal (1986), 57 O.R . (2d) 577 (C .A.) .
2°
McKenzie v. Royal Bank ofCanada, [1934] A.C . 468 (P .C.) ; Free Ukrainian Society
(Toronto) Credit Union Ltd. v. Hnatkiw (1964),44 D.L .R. (2d) 633 (Ont. C.A.) ; Bank of
Montreal v . Murphy (1985), 36 B.L .R . 36 (B .C . C.A .) .
21
Ghadban v. Bank ofNova Scotia (1982), 132 D.L .R. (3d) 475 (Ont. H.C .) ; Royal
Bank of Canada v . Gill (1988), 47 D.L .R. (4th) 466 (B .C. C.A.) .
22
Royal Bank of Canada v . Hale (1961), 30 D.L.R . (2d) 138 (B .C . S.C.) .
23
Coutts & Company v . Browne-Lecky, [1947] 1 K.B . 104 ; Communities Economic
Development Fund v . Canadian Pickles Corp . [1991] 3 S.C.R . 328, 85 D.L.R . (4th) 88 ;
Heald v . O'Connor, [1971] 2 All E.R . 1105 (C .A.) .
24
Bank ofMontreal v . Hancock (1982), 39 O.R . (2d) 82 (H .C .) ; Hayward v . Bank of
Nova Scotia (1985), 51 O.R. (2d) 193 (C .A.), affg (1984), 45 O.R. (2d) 542 (H .C.) ; Bank
of Montreal v . Jakoujian (Jakoujan) (1986), 32 B.L .R . 177 (Ont . Dist. CQ .
25
Bank ofMontreal v . Sperling Hotel Company Limited, [1973] 4 W.W .R. 417 (Man .
Q.B .) ; Nash-Simington Co. Ltd. v. Thomas, [1926] 2 D.L.R. 462 (Bask. C.A.) .
26 I
naddition to the cases discussedin thetext, the two contract law principles explain
why sureties were discharged in the following cases: The Royal Bank of Canada v.
Salvatori, [1928] 3 W.W.R . 501 (P .C.) ; Hoon v. The Bank ofNova Scotia, [1966] S.C .R.
405; Miller v. Davis Lumber Company Limited (1969), 69 W.W .R . 161 (B .C. S.C .) . The
Salvatori case was followed inHoon,whichinvolved a similar guarantee. These caseshave
been distinguishedwherethe court finds that thecontract has not been breached ; see: Royal
Bank v. Mills, [193214 D.L .R . 574 (Alta. S.C . App. Div.) ; Weldwood-Westply Ltd. v .
Cundy [1965] S .C.R . 586,50 D.L.R . (2d) 744; Bank of Nova Scotia v. Boehm, [1973] 3
W.W .R . 757 (B .C .S .C .) .
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while a breach of a lesser term, a term classified as a warranty, 2' provides no
discharge but allows a claim for damages .28 The second general principle is that
the creation of a binding contract or the obligation to perform under a binding
contract may depend upon the satisfaction of a condition precedent 29
The Bank ofBritish Columbia v. Turbo Resources Ltd.'° provides perhaps
the most explicit contractual analysis . In this case, the plaintiff Bank, the
creditor, loaned money to a corporation for its purchase of a gas station. The
defendant, a gasoline supplier, agreed to guarantee the loan. In the agreement
between the Bank and the defendant, the Bank agreed if the loan went into
default to give notice andto makethe defendant apartyto any negotiations about
the obligations being guaranteed . The Bank breached these terms of the
guarantee, and the Alberta Court of Appeal ruled that the defendant was
discharged. Before citing modern authorities about the classification of
contract terms, Laycraft, J.A. stated:"
While a surety is not entitled to notice of the debtor's default in the absence of
a contractual term to that effect, it is open to him to stipulate in his contract, either in
terms that make notice a condition precedent to his liability, or in the circumstances
which show that, in any event, the term goes to the root ofthe contract. In either case
breach by the creditor of that stipulation will discharge the surety, since the creditor
will no longer be able to rely on the guarantee agreement ."
In Royal Bank of Canada v. Girgulis, another of the cases noted at the
outset, the defendant guaranteed payment of an acquaintance's indebtedness to
the plaintiff Royal Bank. The acquaintance was borrowing to purchase
convertible bonds, and the defendant agreed to give a guarantee on the
understanding that the bonds would be deposited as security for the loan. The
bonds were not deposited, and the Saskatchewan CourtofAppeal ruled that the
surety was discharged because, amongotherreasons," the creditorhad breached
2' Sometimes aparticular contract term may be classified as intermediate, which is to
say that it will be treated like a condition ifthe actual consequences of its breach destroy
theprimary goal ofthe contract, otherwise itwill be treated like awarranty. This refinement
does not change the analytical model; the significant pointfor thefirststepis thatthe breach
of some types of contract terms discharges a contract.
zs Hongkong Fir Shipping Co . v. Kisen Kaisha Ltd., [1962] 2 Q.B. 26 (C.A.) ; Bunge
Corpn. v. Tradex S.A ., [1981] 2 All E.R. 513 (H.L.).
29
Barnettv . Harrison, [1976] 2S.C.R. 531 ; DynamicTransportLtd. v. O. K. Detailing
Ltd. [1978] 2 S .C.R. 1072, 85 D.L.R. (3d) 19.
30
Supra footnote 4. See also, Paris Bd. of Education v. Citizens Insurance and
Investment Company (1879), 30 U.C.C.P. 132 (C.A.).
3'
Ibid. at 164.
32
Ifthe guarantee contract is silent, notice is not required, but the cases confirm that
a surety can contract about the circumstances in which his or her liability will arise . If the
guarantee requires notice or a demand, then these will be pre-conditions to the surety's
liability ; the onus is on the creditor to prove the proper notice or demand. See : MasseyHarris Co. v. Baptiste (1915), 24 D.L.R. 753 (Alta. C.A.) ; Bank ofMontreal v. MacGregor
(1981), 21 B .C.L.R. 83 (S.C.); Canadian PetrofinaLtd. v. MotormartLtd. (1969),7D.L.R.
(3d) 330 (P.E.I. C.A.).
33
The surety was also discharged because of variations in the agreement between the
creditor and the principal debtor made without the consent of the surety .
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the very terms on which the surety had agreed to give the guarantee. This result
may be explained as a matter of the general principles of contract term
classification.
General contract law principles also may explain Royal Bank of Canada v.
Goff," which is discussed later in this article. As will be seen, the result in that
case perhaps may be explained as an application of the traditional scheme of
contract term classification where only the breach of a term classified as a
condition yields an absolute discharge from performance.
Turning now to the second of the contract law principles, it is based on the
law described in the old case of Pymv. Campbell," where a contract was signed
on the understanding that it was not binding unless approved by a third party.
Although the thirdparty didnot approve, one of theparties sought to enforcethe
contract . The court dismissed the action because the pre-conditions to the
contract coming into force hadnot been satisfied.36 The rule from the Pym case
has been applied in guarantee cases. For example, in Bank of Montreal v.
MacGregor," a surety signed a guarantee on the condition that it would be used
only if the plaintiff Bank did not receive certain collateral securities for a loan
for a condominium development. Although the Bank did receive the securities,
it sued on the guarantee. The courtruled that the surety had the defence that the
pre-conditions to theguaranteehadnot been satisfied . Similarly, there are cases
where a surety has escaped liabilityby establishing that his or herguarantee was
given on the unsatisfied condition that others would agree to be bound by the
same guarantee."
III. The Links Between the Special Rules and the General law
A. Rose v. Aftenberger - Wrongful Dealing with the Security
A discussion of the cardinal case of Rose v. Aftenberger" introduces the
special rules for guarantees used in the second and third steps of the analytical
model and shows the link between these special rules and the general law. In
this case, the plaintiff, the creditor, lent money to Kunigunde Weiss, the
principal debtor, for her to purchase a property in which she and her husband
would live and carry on a business . As security for his loan, the plaintiff as
trustee for Mrs. Weiss took title to the property, which was encumbered by two
mortgages. To provide further security for the plaintiff's loan, the defendants
signed aguarantee. The guarantee included a promise from the plaintiffthat he
Supra footnote 2.
(1856), 6 El . & Bl. 370, 119 E.R. 903.
36
See also Standard Bank v. McCrossan [1920] S.C .R. 655, 55 D.L.R . 238 .
37
Suprafootnote 32 . See also :MolsonsBaanv.Cranston (1918), 44 O.L .R.58 (C .A .) .
38
Bank of Montreal v. Marogna (1986), 33 D.L.R . (4th) 405 (B .C. S.C.) ; Bell v.
National Forest Products Ltd. (1964), 47 W.W .R. 449 (B .C . S.C .) (where the failure to
obtain the co-sureties' signature was viewed as a variation of the contract for which there
was no consent) .
19 Supra footnote 9.
34
35
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would convey title to Mrs . Weiss upon payment of the debt. The guarantee
contained anexculpatory term thatthe plaintiff could "deal with any security he
may obtain however he deems fit without releasing the [sureties] and without
notice [to them] ." Later, without the consent of the defendants, the plaintiff
conveyed titleto Mrs . Weiss and took back a third mortgage . Laskin, J.A., who
wrote thejudgment for the Ontario Court ofAppeal, concluded that this dealing
with the security was improper and not excused by the exculpatory term in the
guarantee . The question then became what was the effect of the creditor's
misdealing or failure to preserve the security on the defendants' liability as
sureties .
Laskin, J.A. took care to distinguish the situation where the creditor's
obligation topreservesecuritiesis a matterofgeneral contract law (thefirst step)
from the situation where the obligation is a special rule of equity . He stated:4°
Three situationsshould bedistinguished inthis matter: first, cases where a surety
has himselfprovided the security which has been improperly diverted by the creditor;
second, cases in which the contract of guarantee is made on the footing that certain
security, by whomever provided, isto betaken and kept bythe creditor for the surety's
benefit but there is defaultby thecreditor in complying with this condition; and third,
cases where security is taken at the time ofor after the guarantee but without it being
a condition of the guarantee, and the creditor improperly disposes of the security.
There is, perhaps, no difference in principle between the first two situations which
relate to a breach ofthe very terms on which the surety agreed to give the guarantee.

In such cases, there is a long line of authority that the surety is discharged . . . .
[Emphasis added.]

Laskin, J.A. stated that the case did not fall within the first two of his
situations for which the surety was entitled to an absolute discharge, noting that
the sureties here did not provide any security andthat they did not "seek to make
out that they gave their guarantee only on the footing that the security that was
in fact taken should be taken and maintained . 1141 Although Laskin, J.A. does not
stop to give his explanation for the absolute discharge in his first two situations,
it must be that the absolute discharge is a result ofthe principle that the breach
of a contract term classified as a condition or the failure to satisfy a condition
precedent will discharge the innocent party, the surety, from his or her
obligations to perform under the contract ofguarantee . This explanation draws
support from the words emphasized in the above passage, particularly from
Laskin, J.A.'s description ofthe first two situations as involving "conditions of
the guarantee"42
Laskin, J.A. went on to discuss the significance of the case falling within
the third situation, where the preservation of the security is not a matter ofthe
40
41

Ibid. at 47-48.
Ibid. at 48.

1 The use of contract law principles to explain the surety's discharge for some
situations is also supported by later passages in Laskin, J.A.'s judgment set out below.
Laskin, J.A. dealt only with terms classified as conditions, and he does not mention the
breach of warranties .
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contract and concluded that the principle to be applied was that the surety was
discharged to the extent prejudiced. In arriving at this conclusion, Laskin, J.A .
made the following observations about absolute and proportional discharges .
About absolute discharges, he . stated:43
Inmy view, theencompassingprinciple to beappliedisthat asurety is discharged
if either the principal contract to which he gave his guarantee is varied without his
consent in a matter . . . not plainly unsubstantial or necessarily beneficial to the
guarantor; or, if the terms of the contract of guarantee between the creditor and the
surety are breached by the creditor. [Emphasis added.]
Inthe last and emphasized part ofthe passage, Laskin, J.A. alludes to the general
law about the result of a breach of a contract term classified as a condition. In
the firstpart ofthis statement about absolute discharges, Laskin, J.A. notes the
type of case that he had concluded was not before him, the case of a material
variation in the principal contract between the creditor and theprincipal debtor.
(This is a special rule case, discussed below.)
Laskin, J.A. continued, and addressing the type of case that he concluded
was before him, a wrongful dealing case,44 he stated :45
Where, ashere, there is simply a wrongful dealing with the security taken by the
creditor, and it is not shown that the taking (and hence the keeping as well) of the
security was a condition of the giving of the guarantee, then the surety cannot be
relieved beyond the value of the security lost to him. [Emphasis added.]
Laskin, J.A. again clears the field of a contract law analysis that would explain
an absolute discharge, and he artidulates the wrongful dealing rule, which
produces a discharge for the surety proportional to the loss of security caused
by the creditor's wrongful dealing with the security.
Old equity cases and Iacobucci, J.'s judgment in Pax Management Ltd. v.
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce," discussed below, support Laskin,
J.A.'s conclusion that wrongful dealing yields only a proportional discharge.'
The explanation is thatunlike the case of a material variation, or as will be seen
a breach, ofthe contract between the debtor and the creditor, a wrongful dealing
with the security does not change or vary the surety's rights or change the risk
that he or she has undertaken. Only a change of risk justifies the absolute
discharge. In the Pax Management Ltd. case, lacobucci, J. stated :"
[T]he guarantorhas undertaken aparticularrisk,andshould not have amaterially
different risk imposed upon him or herby the variation or breach of the terms of the
Ibid. at 49 .
^° Other wrongful dealing cases are cited at footnote 16.
43

45

Ibid.
Supra footnote

1.
Laskin, J.A. relied on Union Bank of Canada v. Makepeace (1917), 40 O.L.R. 368
and Taylor v. Bank of New South Wales, supra footnote 16, which followed Pearl v.
Deacon, supra footnote 11.
48
Ibid. at 14.
46
47
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principal contract . In such situations, since it should be left to the surety to decide
whether to continue as a surety and bear the new risk, he or she is entitled to be
discharged absolutely if his or her consent was not obtained .
This explanation for an absolute discharge was used by Blackburn, J. in Polack
v. Everett,` a leading material variation case that is also discussed below . In
justifying the absolute discharge in that case, Blackburn, J. stated:"
There are two or three distinctions to be taken notice of. For instance, there is
Wulf v . Jay L.R . 7 Q .B . 756 - and that case was perfectly rightly decided - where a
person is a creditor with a pledge or surety he is in equity bound to account not only
for the money he has actually made out of the pledge, but also for the money he might,
ought, and should have made out of the pledge, and he must allow for that whether he
made them or not, and if by laches he had diminished the value of the pledge he is
bound to allow for the sum he ought to have made . But his laches does not discharge
the surety, for it does not come within the principle which applies where the surety's
rights have been changed or varied. His rights remain as before . The case seems to
be like the case where the creditor does not choose to sue the debtor . That does not
discharge the surety, for the surety's right remains untouched . So in the case where
there is a failure to make the most he could of the pledge, that does not in the slightest
degree discharge the surety, though the amount which ought to have been recovered
by making a proper use of it is to be allowed in reduction of the debt.
In Rose v. Aftenberger, Laskin, J .A.'s approach is consistent with the model
suggested by this article, and, as it happens, his analysis is similar to that
suggested above for Caisse Populaire Notre-Dame Des Sept Douleurs Ltée v.
Picard. He decided that the case was not covered by principles of the general
law - the first step . He then considered the application of a special rule from the
second step involving the relationship between the creditor and the debtor, the
material variation rule, and concluded it did not apply . The wrongful dealing
rule, a third step rule applied, and there was no contracting out since the
particular contract before him did not exonerate the creditor for his improper
dealing with the security . Finally, he decided that for the wrongful dealing rule,
the onus of proof initially was on the surety to show an improper dealing, after
which the onus was on the creditor to show that the loss was less than total .
B . Rose v. Aftenberger Applied

Rose v. Aftenberger was referred to in the cases of Bank of Nova Scotia v.
Ham" and Royal Bank of Canada v. Nobes," both noted at the outset. In the
Ham case, to obtain repayment of a loan, the Bank of Nova Scotia exercised its
right to appoint a receiver to manage the business of the principal debtor . The
Bank did not give reasonable notice of its demand for repayment, and at the time
of the appointment of the receiver, the loan was in good standing . The principal
debtor's assets were sold, the proceeds did not retire the loan, and the bank sued
49

(1876), 1 Q .B .D . 669 .

52

Supra footnote 6 .

so ibid. at 675-76.
s' Supra footnote 5 .
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the defendants, the sureties, on their guarantees . In the Saskatchewan Court of
Appeal, Wakeling, J.A . (Tallis, J.A . concurring) noted that the Bank's conduct
amounted to a trespass . He then said that the situation fell within Laskin, J .A.'s
third category of a creditor wrongfully dealing with a security, which category
yielded a proportional discharge of the surety with the onus of proving theextent
of the prejudice being on the creditor. In the result, after deciding that the
sureties hadnot contracted out of theirrights, Wakeling, J.A. concluded that the
action against the sureties should be dismissed because the Bank did not meet
the onus of proving that the surety had not been prejudiced .53
In Royal Bank of Canada v. Nobes, the factual background was similar; in
Nobes, without any notice for its demand for repayment, the Royal Bank
appointed a receiver to take over the business of the principal debtor. The
Bank's recovery was deficient, and it sued the sureties . Unlike the creditor bank
in Ham, this time, the Bank's action was successful, and the Nova Scotia
Supreme Court, Appeal Division, upheld the trialjudgment . The courtheld-that
if the Royal Bank's demand for repayment was without reasonable notice and
if the seizure by the receiver was wrongful, then on the facts of the Nobes case,
this type of wrongful dealing with the security did not discharge the sureties
because here proper notice would not have made any difference; the principal
debtor could nothave responded to save the situation in any event. So, the court
treated the Bank's conduct as an improper dealing with the security but
concluded that there was no prejudice to the surety .
C. The Disclosure Rule
There are more special rules not listed in Rose v. Aftenberger that will
discharge sureties because of the conductof the creditor. Most of these concern
the relationship between the creditor and the principal debtor and are discussed
below as part of the second step of the analytical model. A rule, however, that
is part of the third step is the rule that imposes on the creditor a limited duty of
disclosure to the surety. The authorities establish that while the contract
between creditor and surety is not acontract uberrimaefidei anda creditor is not
obliged to make full disclosure to the surety of all information material to the
risk," a creditor must reveal to the surety every fact that under thecircumstances
the surety would ordinarily or naturally expect not to exist.55 The omission to
mention the presence of the unexpected is viewed as a misrepresentation, and
the guarantee may be set aside; for this special rule, the surety's discharge is
absolute .
11 Bayda, J.A. concurred in the result ; his reasoning, however, was different. He
concluded that since the principal debtor was not in default, the surety could not be liable.
" Niagara District Fruit Growers Stock Company v. Walker (1896), 26 S.C .R . 629 ;
Royal Bank of Canada v. Fleming, [1933] O.R. 601 (C .A .) .
ss Hamilton v. Watson (1895), .12 Cl . & Fin. 109, 8 E.R . 1339 (H.L.) ; Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce v. White (1975), 61 D.L .R. (3d) 185 (Alta. C.A .) ; RoyalBank
of Canada v. Hislop (1989), 62 D.L.R . (4th) 228 (B .C.C .A .).
'
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The cases of London General Omnibus Company Limited v. Holloway56
and Toronto-Dominion Bank v. Rooke57 illustrate the rule . In the London
General Omnibus case, an employee fidelity bond was discharged because the
creditorhad not disclosedto thebondingcompany, the surety, that the employee
had previously stolen money. In Toronto-Dominion Bank v. Rooke, a guarantee
ofrepayment ofabank loan was provided by sureties who were not active in the
borrower's business . The sureties were discharged because the bank manager
did not disclose his knowledge that the operator of the borrower was planning
to use the loan for the unexpected purpose of starting a competing business .
IV. The Second Step - The Creditor and Principal Debtor Relationship
A. The Material Variation Rule
In Rose v. Aftenberger, three grounds for discharge ofthe surety are listed.
First, there is a general contract law rule for breaches of conditions in the
contract between the creditor and the surety. Second, there is a special rule for
the creditor's wrongful dealingwiththe security, and third, there is aspecial rule
for material variations of the contract between the creditor and the principal
debtor . This last ground for discharge, which is an aspect of the second step of
the analytical model, may be considered next .
A surety will be absolutely discharged ifthe contract between the creditor
and the principal debtor is varied or amended, unless : the surety has consented
to the change ; the surety has contracted out of the rule ; or without inquiry it is
self-evident that the change is unsubstantial or not harmful to the surety." The
onus of proof of showing that the surety did not consent to a modification or
variation is on the surety." In a few Canadian provinces, this special rule,
however, has been statutorily modified to discharge a surety only to the extent
that he or she shows prejudice 60
In the leading case of Polack v. Everett," the surety was discharged in the
following circumstances. The surety guaranteed the principal debtor's
performance of an obligation worth £6,000 to the creditor . In addition to the
guarantee, collateral security having a value of £4,000 was to be held by the
creditor, buthe released it totheprincipal debtor ; this discharged the surety . The
surety's discharge was absolute even though from the outset the value of the
security to be held was less than the value of the obligation, the performance of
[191212 K.B. 72 (C.A.).
(1983), 3 D.L .R . (4th) 715 (B.C. C.A.), affg 142 D.L.R . (3d) 528, sub nom.
Toronto-Dominion Bank v. Calderbank (B.C.S.C.).
58 Blestv. Brown (1862),4De. G.F. &J. 367,45 E.R.1225; Holme v. Brunskill(1877),
3 Q.B.D . 495 (C.A). ;Holland-CanadaMortgage Co . v. Hutchings, suprafootnote 15;Doe
v. Can. Surety Co. andBlonde, [1937] S.C.R. 1, 1 D.L.R. 145.
59 Morguard Trust Co. v. Baden (1989), 59 D.L.R . (4th) 468 (B.C.C.A.).
so Manitoba, Mercantile LawAmendmentAct, R.S .M. c. 162, s.4 and Saskatchewan,
The Queen's Bench Act, S.S., c. Q-1, s. 45, para . 18.
61 Supra footnote 49.
56
57
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which was being guaranteed . In other words, once apparent prejudice was
shown, the extent to which the surety was prejudiced by the variation was not
a factor governing whether the surety should be discharged ; the surety was
entitled to insist on strict adherence to the particulars of his or her agreement.
Threejudgments were delivered in Polack v. Everett. Taken together, the
judgments provide an equitable and a contractual explanation for an absolute
discharge. Blackburn, J. stated that the availability of the collateral security was
a right obtained by the surety upon entering into the contract62 and that by the
principles of equity, the creditor could not unilaterally alter the surety's rights .
As already noted from the passage quoted above, Blackburn, J. distinguished
this situation from that of a wrongful dealing where the discharge was
proportionate to the harm . Mellor, J. agreed, but added :6
Ithinkit is the oldquestion of contract, and the surety is entitled notto be affected
by anything done by the creditor, who has no right to consider whetherit might be to
the advantage of the surety or not. The surety is entitled to remain in theposition in
which he was at the time when the contract was entered into .
Quain, J. also agreed ; he also saw the case as presenting a unilateral alteration
of the original contract of the surety .
Thus, for some judges, the rationale for the variation rule is contractual.
With this view, the original terms of the contract between the creditor and the
principal debtor are conditions precedent to the contract or are conditions of the
contract between the creditor and the surety . Thus, the performance of the
changed terms is not satisfactory performance of the condition or condition
precedent; and this leads to a discharge of the surety's obligations under the
normal rules of contract.64
The second rationale for the variation rule is as a principle of equity . As
already noted earlier, the explanation from old equity cases is that a surety is
boundonly to the engagement that he or she was prepared to enter, i.e ., the surety
accepts a particular risk, and that it is for the surety alone to decide whether he
or she is prepared to accept the altered exposure to liability of a different risk.
This explanation is found in the frequently cited passage from Lord Chancellor
Westbury's judgment in Blest v . Brown :`
It must always be recollected in what manner a surety is bound. You bind himto
the letter of his engagement. Beyond the proper interpretation of the engagement you
have no hold upon him. He receives no benefit and no consideration. He is bound,
therefore, merely according to theproper meaningand effect of the written engagement
62 It may be repeated here that Laskin, J .A . in Rose v . Aftenberger, supra footnote 9
at 48-49, distinguished that case from Polack v. Everett by stating that the security in his
case was not a condition of the giving of the guarantee.
63 Ibid. at 676-677.
64 This line of analysis was used in Direct Leasing Ltd. v . Chu (1976), 71 D.L.R. (3d)
303 (B .C. S.C .) . See also : K.P . McGuinness, The Law of Guarantee (Toronto: Carswell,
1986) at 254-55 .
61 Supra footnote 58 at 376. See also : Sanderson v. Aston (1873), L.R . 8 Ex . 73 at 78 .
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thathe has entered into. Ifthat written engagementis altered ina single line, nomatter
whether it be altered for his benefit, no matter whether the alteration be innocently
made, he has a right to say, "The contract is no longer that to which I engaged to be
surety ; you have put an end to the contract that I guaranteed, and my obligation,
therefore is at an end."
Later equity cases added that: the courts will not inquire about the actual effect
of the variation ; and the surety will be discharged by a variation unless it is selfevident that the variation is unsubstantial or one thatcannot be prejudicial to the
security.66
Many sureties have relied on the variation rule to defend claims to enforce
guarantees. Under this rule, sureties have been discharged for a variation : in
the interest rate charged by the creditor to the debtor ;6' in the date of maturity
of a loan;" in the terms ofpayment required by the debtor to the creditor under
an equipment lease;' in the extent of a warranty for repairs provided by a
building contractor, the debtor, to the owner of the building, the creditor;'° in the
quality of the materials supplied by the creditor and used by the debtor to
produce goods ;" inthe size of the farm lands leased by the creditor to the debtor
for a sheep farm;` and in the relationship between the creditor and the debtor
because of the incorporation of the debtor's business .73
B . The Extension of Time Rule

A surety will also be absolutely discharged if abinding agreement is made
between the creditor and the debtor to extend the time for performance of the
debtor's obligations, unless the extension reserves the rights of the surety ;
however, mere delay in suing or gratuitous unbinding forbearance does not
discharge the surety .' The rationales for this rule are that it is a particular
66
Holmev.Brunskill, supra footnote 58; Holland-Canada Mortgage Co. v.Hutchings,
supra footnote 58.
6'
Holland-Canada Mortgage Co. v. Hutchings, supra footnote 58; GeneralFinancial
Corporation of Canada v. Le Jeune (1918), 39 D.L.R. 33 (Sask. C.A.); Reid v. Royal Trust
Corporation of Canada (1985), 20 D.L.R. (4th) 223 (P.E.I. C.A.); PioneerTrust Company
v. 220263 Alberta Ltd., supra footnote 15. But see: Alberta Mortgage & Housing Corp .
v. Strathmore Investments Ltd., [ 1993] 2 W.W.R. 94 (Q.B .) where the interest ratevariation

was clearly beneficial and the surety was not discharged.

Pioneer Trust Company v. 220263 Alberta Ltd., supra footnote 15.
Direct Leasing Ltd. v. Chu, supra footnote 64.
'° Doe v. Can. Surety Co . and Blonde, supra footnote 58.
" Blest v. Brown, supra footnote 58.
71 Holme v. Brunskill, supra footnote 58.
73
Massey-Ferguson Limited v. Crittenden and Vanthuyne (1966), 56 W.W.R. 288
68
6B

(Sask. C.A.).

I Oriental Finance Corp . v. Overend, Gurney & Co . (1871), 7 Ch. App . 142, affd
(1874), L.R. 7 H.L. 348 ; Rousev. TheBradford Banking CompanyLimited, supra footnote
10;Fleming v.McLeod (1907), 39S.C.R. 290; Johnson Ward v.McCartney, [1934]S .C.R.
494 ; Midland Counties MotorFinance Co. Ltd. v. Slade, [1951] 1 K.B. 346 (C.A.); Oxner
v. Bank of Montreal, supra footnote 14; General Financial Corporation of Canada v. Le
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example of the rule that a creditor may not vary the relationship with the debtor
withoutthe surety's consent or that by granting abindingextensionto thedebtor
that does not preserve the rights of the surety, the creditor interferes with the
surety's right in equity to compel the debtor to perform its obligations or
interferes with the surety's right to pay the debt and effect an optimum
realization on any securities .75
C. The Rule about Releasing the Principal Debtor
A surety will be absolutely discharged if the creditor releases the principal
debtor .16 One rationale here is that this rule is another example of the material
variation rule. Another rationale is that a guarantee contract imposes a
secondary liability on the surety and if there is no enforceable primary
obligation, there cannot be a secondary obligation."
D. The Rule about Breaching the Creditor - Debtor Contract
l . Bank of Montreal v. Wilder
The recent important case-law adds a special rule . This second-step rule
describes the effect on the surety's liability of the creditor's breaching the
contract with the principal debtor. The discussion here begins with Bank of
Montreal v. Wilder."
The Wilder case involved several guarantees given by members of the
Wilder family to the Bank of Montreal for the indebtedness of E.A. Wilder
Enterprises Ltd. The guarantees were given at different times, and this
circumstance both complicated and focused the legal analysis . The first
guarantee was ajoint guarantee by Mr . and Mrs. Wilder in February 1972 . It
was allegedthatthis guarantee was unenforceablebecause of amisrepresentation
by a bank manager about the interest rate that would be charged on the loan . A
second guarantee was given by Mr . Wilder in April 1974 . Other family
members became involved in 1975, when, at the urging of anew bank manager,
who was concerned about withdrawals beyond the company's credit limit, the
family members agreed to provide more guarantees . These guarantees were
signed between April 2 and June 19, 1975, when the pressure on the company's
credit limitwas being caused by anew venture into road building. In earlyJune,
Jeune, supra footnote 67 ; JetPower Credit Union Ltd. v. Grant (1974), 44 D.L .R . (3d) 7
(Ont. C.A .) ; Fuller Brush Co . Ltd. v. Hazell (1975), 54 D.L .R. (3d) 22 (Ont . H.C .) .
'S Rees v. Berrington (1795), 2 Ves. J. 539, 30 E.R. 765; Reid v . Royal Trust
Corporation of Canada, supra footnote 67 .
76
Levy Bros. Co . Ltd. v. Sole, [1955] 3 D.L .R. 796 (Ont . H.C .) . See also : K.P .
McGuinness, The Law of Guarantee, supra footnote 64 at 286-89 .
" Lakeman v. Mountstephen, [1874] L.R. H.L 17 ; British American Oil Co. Ltd. v.
Ferguson, [195112 D.L .R . 37 (Alta. C.A.) .
'$ Supra footnote 3.
71 There was a slight difference in reasoning about the first guarantee. Lambert, J.A .
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the Bank refused to honourtwo company cheques, and this prompted ameeting
between the family and bank officials on June 23, 1975. The family agreed to
inject additional capital and to provide still more guarantees, and the Bank
agreed to continue to finance the company, at least until the completion of the
road building projects . The family injected the capital, andMr. Wilder provided
a new guarantee on August 14, 1975; however, as events unfolded, the June
agreement was not performed by the Bank, and, on August 22,1975, the Bank
put the company into receivership .
Based on these facts, the British Columbia Court of Appeal concluded that
the Bank had breached its contract with the principal debtor. Lambert and
Anderson, JJ.A., held that the Bank's breach of the agreement with the debtor
discharged the sureties.'9 Seaton, J.A. dissented for the mostpart. He concurred
in holding thatMr. Wilder's last guarantee, which came after the June 23, 1975
meeting, should be set aside for the Bank's breach of contract ; but he held that
the earlier guarantees were enforceable, since he found no misrepresentation
and because, inhis view, a breach of the agreement between the creditor and the
principal debtor did not absolutely discharge the surety, although the breach
might discharge the surety to the extent of the prejudice suffered. He adopted
the approach of the wrongful dealing rule used by the courts in the Ham and
Nobes cases, discussed above .
In concluding that the sureties were absolutely discharged, Lambert, J.A.
explained (Anderson, J.A. concurring) that the breach of the June agreement
discharged the sureties because the creditor's conduct detrimentally affected
the sureties' risk. He reasoned that if the rule about variations, which yielded
an absolute discharge, was justified on the grounds ofprotecting the surety from
a change in the risk assumed, the case was stronger for an absolute discharge
when the creditor breached his or her contract with the principal debtor .$°
When the case reached the Supreme Court of Canada, the Bank did not
appeal the decision about the last guarantee ." In the Supreme Court, Wilson,
J. addressed the complication caused by the timing ofthe June agreement being
after the signing of almost all of the guarantees by holding that the earlier
set aside Mr. Wilder's first guarantee because of misrepresentation by the Bank at the time
of the creation of this guarantee, while Anderson, J .A. relied on the breach of the June
agreement as the justification for discharging all the guarantees.
s° Ibid. (B .C.C .A .) at 231 .
e' On this point, it may be noted that Mr. Wilder's discharge from liability under the
last guarantee can be explained as being a result ofthe failure of a condition precedent or
the breach of the guarantee contract by the creditor. In other words, the Bank made a
promise in exchange for a guarantee and did nothonourits promise, which discharged the
surety . Indeed, in the Court ofAppeal, Lambert, J.A, described the Bank's conduct either
as a failure to perform a condition to the guarantee or as a fundamental breach of a term
incorporated into the guarantee. The other judges concurred on this point, and it is
informative to note that the members of the Court ofAppeal referred to The Royal Bank of
Canada v. Salvatori, supra footnote 26 and Hoon v. The Bank of Nova Scotia, supra
footnote 26, cases that can be explained by contract law principles.
11 Ibid. (S .C.C .) at 22.
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guarantees "attached" to the June agreement. It appears that by this idea she
meantthat the risks undertaken in the guarantees signed before June 1975 could
be assessed in light of the June agreement . If so, the subsequent breach of the
June agreement by the Bank materially and detrimentally changed the risk
assumed by the sureties . Wilson, J. stated: 82
I agreewith Lambert, J.A. that the Bank's breach caused the company's default.
Itmaterially impaired the valueofthesecurity itheld for theCompany's indebtedness
by preventing the Company from continuing as a viable commercial operation. As a
consequence the guarantor's equitable right of subrogation and indemnity were
seriously interfered withifnot effectively destroyed. As faras its effect ontheliability
of the guarantor is concerned there seems to be no justification for distinguishing
between a variation ofa principal contract without consentand a breach ofa principal
contract varied with consent.
In her explanation of the effect of a breach of the contract between creditor and
principal debtor, Wilson, J. imports equity's special rule for material variations
that it is for the surety to consent to any change in the exposure to risk."
2.

Royal Rank of Canada v. Goff

In subsequent cases, the Supreme Courtand the Court ofAppeal for Ontario
interpreted the Wilder decision and its rule for the creditor's breach of the
contract between the creditor and the debtor as not necessarily calling for an
absolute discharge. This comment moves the discussion forward to the Court
of Appeal for Ontario's decision in RoyalBank of Canada v. Goff. 84 In the Goff
case, the plaintiffRoyal Bank, the creditor, made a loan to a corporationthat was
a customer ofthe Bank. The defendant, who was the major and then later the
sole shareholder of the corporation, provided a guarantee. In breach of its
banking contract with the corporation, the bank dishonoured a $6,195 cheque .
The corporation soon went out of business, and the Bank sued to enforce the
guarantee . The trial judge dismissed the Bank's action against the surety
because of the Bank's breach of contract with the principal debtor . The Court
of Appeal, however, ordered a new trial. Finlayson, J.A., who wrote the
judgment for the court, explained the Wilder decision as standing for the
proposition that in some circumstances, the breach by the creditor of his or her
contract with the principal debtor may amount to a breach of the creditor's
contract with the surety. Finlayson, J.A. then held that not every breach of
contract will discharge the innocent party; the seriousness of the breach had to
be determined . This holding may be seen as an application of the traditional
scheme of contract term classification whereonly the breach of a term classified
as a condition yields an absolute discharge from performance. Finlayson, J.A .
read Wilder as calling for an absolute discharge only when the breach of the
8s
Wilson, J. concluded herjudgment in the Wilder case by holding that the Wilders
had not contracted out of their rights . Ibid. (S .C .C .) at 22.
84
Supra footnote 2.
11 Supra footnote 1.
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principal contract materially impaired the value of the security held by the
sureties .
Finlayson, J.A.'s analysis is based on an assessment of the seriousness of
the breach and is a general contract law and first step explanation and not a
special rule explanation for the result in the Wilder case . This explanation,
which makes the contractual arrangements between creditor and debtor part of
the agreement between creditor and surety, is theoretically possible but this
reading of the Wilder case is suspect. Lambert, J.A .'s and Wilson, J.'s
judgments in Wilder do not proceed on contract law principles but are based on
equitable principles and on an extension of the special rule about material
variations to breaches.
3. Pax Management Ltd. v. Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce

In Pax Management Ltd. v. Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce 85 the
Supreme Court of Canada had a fresh opportunity to comment on the rationale
for the special rules for discharging sureties because of the creditor's conduct.
In this case, the plaintiff Bank had obtained guarantees from the shareholders
ofBeaver TransportLtd., theprincipaldebtor, forthat corporation'sindebtedness
to the Bank. The Bank, which became concerned about the financial health of
Beaver Transport, wished to appoint a receiver but felt unable to do so because
ofthe weak wording of the loan documentation. In conduct that was found to
be fraudulent, the Bank persuaded the shareholders of Beaver Transport to
consent to a review of its business affairs and to the appointment of a receiver.
The trial judge found that the appointment ofthe receiver wasjustified because
BeaverTransportwasinsolvent. Thetrialjudgefound furtherthattheappointment
of the receiver was advantageous to the sureties because it maximized the
Bank's recovery and correspondingly reduced the sureties' liability. The
British Columbia Court of Appeal, however, reversing the trial judgment, held
that the Bank had acted in bad faith and its conduct amounted to a
misrepresentation that had the effect of discharging the sureties .
The Bank appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada . There, lacobucci, J.
reasoned that while misrepresentations inducing a contract will support setting
aside a guarantee, the Bank's misrepresentations in this case had come after the
creation of the guarantee. So, the judgment of the Court of Appeal could not
standon this ground . The issue became whether the Court ofAppeal'sjudgment
could stand on other grounds. In deciding this issue, Iacobucci, J. agreed with
the trial judge's conclusion that the appointment of the receiver was justified;
thus, as a matter of a finding of fact, there was no conduct by the creditor
breaching the contract with the principal debtor as in the Wilder case . The
sureties, however, argued for an extension of the law; they argued that the
Bank's bad faith in its conduct toward them justified a discharge without any
showing of prejudice. Iacobucci, J. rejected this argument as unsupported by
authority or principle.
86 Ibid. at 12-13.
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Iacobucci, J.'s rejection of the plea for new law was enough to restore the
trial judgment, but, in what no doubt will be very authoritative dicta, he went
onto review the law aboutthe discharge of sureties . Heregardedthe Wilder case
asreflecting equity's policy about changes in the risk assumed by the surety; he
stated :"
Wilson, J. emphasized that a guarantor gives his or her guarantee on the basis of
the risk inherent in the contract which is being guaranteed, and that equity will
intervene if the guarantor's right of subrogation is impaired by a variation by the
creditor of the risk assumed by the guarantor without the guarantor's consent. . . . .
Wilson, J. held therefore thatthe question tobe asked indetermining whether a breach
of the principal contract discharges the guarantor is whether the breach materially
changed the risk assumed by the guarantor, to the guarantor's detriment.
He concluded that the sureties had been discharged in Wilder because of the
finding ofprejudice . Next, in three passages, Iacobucci, J. summarized the state
of the law about discharges.87 Iacobucci, J. stated:"
In general, once a contract of guarantee has been made, the surety will be
discharged entirely only if the principal contract is varied without the guarantor's
consent, in a manner not obviously to the benefit ofthe guarantor, or if the creditor
breaches the contract ofguarantee. The surety will be partially discharged form his
or her obligationunderthe guarantee if the creditor impairs the value ofthe security,
but only to the extent that the surety's rights of subrogation under the contract of
guarantee are affected .
It is clear therefore that the existing authorities base discharge from liability on
two principles. First, that the guarantor has undertaken a particular risk, and should
not have a materially different risk imposed upon him orherby the variation orbreach
ofthe terms of the principal contract. In such situations since it should be left to the
surety to decide whether to continueas surety and bearthe newrisk, heorshe isentitled
to be discharged absolutely if his or her consent was not obtained. Second, where the
surety's risk of being called upon remains the same, but the amount for which he or
she will be liable is increasedby an actof the creditor, the surety may be entitled to
be discharged to the extent of that increase.
However, where the creditor breaches the principal contract butthebreach
does not prejudice the guarantor, the guarantor will not be discharged. So, in Nobes
v. RoyalBank of Canada, the Nova Scotia Supreme Court, AppealDivision, heldthat
evenifthecreditor had breachedtheprincipal contractby givingthe debtorinadequate
time to respond to the demand for payment, the quarantor could not have responded
to the demand in any event. That is, the breach of the principal contract in no way
prejudiced the guarantors.
Finally, if the creditor impairs the value of the security held in respect of the
guarantee, the surety is entitled to be discharged to the extent ofthe prejudice which
he or she suffers as a result of the loss of the security .
$' These passages were separated by the quotation ofthe passage noted above from
Laskin, J.A.'s judgment in Rose v. Aftenberger and by references to thejudgments in the
Ham and Nobes cases .
$$ Ibid. at 13, 14, 15.
81 Iacobucci J.'s reference to Nobes v. Royal Bank of Canada, discussed above,
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Itis helpful to breakapart these threepassages into components . According
to Iacobucci, J., a surety will be discharged absolutely: (1) if the creditor
breaches the contract with the surety (a first step rule); (2) if the creditor
materially varies the contract with the principal debtor (a second step rule) ; and
(3) if the creditor breaches the contract with the principal debtor unless the
breach does not prejudice the surety (a second step rule). A surety will be
discharged proportionally to the harm suffered if the creditorimpairs the value
of the security held for the surety (a third step rule) .
As a matter of interpreting the case-law, of these components, only the
treatment of creditor's breaches of the contract with the principal debtor is
problematic. The precise problem is the role of prejudice. Wilson, J.'s
judgment in Wilder treated the creditor's breach of the contract with the debtor
in the same way as a variation ofthat contract. In the case of material variations,
the surety need not show prejudice and the rule is that the court will not inquire
aboutthe actual effect of the variation. It is only ifthe variationis self-evidently
unsubstantial orunprejudicialthat thereis no discharge. Inthe PaxManagement
case, however, Iacobucci, J. appears to call for an inquiry about whether there
is prejudice by stating: "However, where the creditor breaches the principal
contract but the breach does notprejudice the guarantor, the guarantor will not
be discharged ."" The result of Iacobucci, J.'s approach is that a breach of the
debtor and creditor contract will not automatically yield an absolute discharge
and theseriousnessofthe breach must be considered . Theresult in the Goffcase,
which relied on contract law principles, is similar.
V. The Third Step - The Creditor and Surety Relation and Conclusion

This completes the discussion of the cases noted at the outset, and this
article may quickly reach its conclusion by noting that the elements of the third
step have already been discussed, chiefly as part of the discussion of the Rose
v. Aftenberger case, and by showing how the analytical model would work in
the context of the facts of the Pax Management Ltd. case to simplify analysis .
Applying the model to the facts ofthe PaxManagement Ltd. case, the first
step is to ask whetherthe general law would dischargethe sureties . The answer
here is no; the general law of misrepresentation would not account for any
discharge of the sureties nor would vague arguments based on notions of bad
faith. Further, there was nothing incorporated in the contract between the
creditor and the sureties upon which to base a discharge relying on the general
law of contract . Moving to the second step, did a special rule out of the
relationship between creditor and principal debtor arise that would discharge
the surety because of the creditor's conduct? The answer again is no, on the
supports the interpretation that there should be an inquiry about prejudice, although this
reference is also problematic because arguably the Nobes case is a wrongful dealing case,
and not a breach of contract case.
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findings of fact, there was no variation and no breach of the creditor and
principal debtor contract, and no other specialrulefromthe second step applied.
Moving on to the third step, did a special rule out of the relationship between
creditor and surety arise that would discharge the surety because of the
creditor's conduct? Another no, because there was no prejudicial misdealing
with the security . No special rule in the first or the second step applying, it is
not necessary to consider the issue of contracting out.

